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4th quarter newsletter Oct.to Dec.2022

Dear Ptr Yan Wee & Shalom BC,

Greetings in the name of our Heavenly Father !!

The last quarter of the year 2022 did not pass by without spiritual blessings from the LORD. We praise the LORD for
HIS constant guidance and protection as we serve HIM on a daily basis.

The Saturday children ministry in Binh Tan has been doing well. Bro Phuong, the Vietnamese bible student has been
helping me during until November but has to go back to Philippines to continue his studies. The blessing is that one
of our student in the educational ministry, Lucy Nguyen, a young teenage girl has started to help me during the last
part of this quarter. She has expressed desire to be of help in the ministry. Please pray for her that she will grow
spiritually and that she will be trained as she helps. Her family is a fruit of the educational ministry (SAGA) in Saigon.

During the 3rd quarter, the Sunday school teenagers class was started and one soul got saved this 4th quarter. We
also had our Year-end fellowship. We had fun spending time with the teens. I’m thankful to the LORD that he has
provided people that are helping me both in Saturday children’s ministry, Sunday school and teens group.

A good number of Vietnamese students from our educational ministry joined the yearly student convention held in
Bangkok, Thailand during the last week of November. It was also a good opportunity to bond and spend time with the
students as most of them are first-timers to join this event. This paved way to some students to open their hearts
more and to have interest in spiritual things. We were delighted that some high school boys started to join our church
services and that one of them, Tommy Phan, made profession of faith this quarter.

It was also a joy to witness the organization of the church in Hanoi during the first week of November. While
witnessing the event made me, reminisce of how the Hanoi ministry was started back in 2015 and how the LORD has
protected, provided, guided and enabled this small ministry to organize into a church at HIS appointed time under the
leadership of the Espinos.

Finally, it was an encouragement to join the GBIMC-VN reunion last Dec. 2022. A lot of former members from the
past and has been a part of the Vn church in Saigon join this event. It was so encouraging and refreshing to hear
testimonies and just to glorify GOD for his goodness in the lives of these individuals where the LORD has placed
them today.

In all of the events, that has taken place during the last quarter, all I can say, TO GOD BE THE GLORY! Great things
He Has done.

Thank you so much for your continuous prayer and monetary support that you have generously given to me and the
ministry in VN. May the LORD shower you and your ministry with abundant blessings this 2023!

Forward by faith,

Rhea Ruth Abellera
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